
  



Ami Madison (Blayze) / Aki Madison (Blaze)

 

Attributes 

Agility  d10 

Strength  d8 

Alertness d8 

Intelligence d8 

Charisma d6 

Willpower d8 

Vitality  d6 

 

 

Initiative:  d10 + d8 

Life points: 12 

 

 

 

Skills 

Athletics    d6 

  Dodge   d10 

  Running   d8 

Covert     d4 

Discipline   d6  

Influence    d6 

  Persuasion  d8 

Knowledge   d6 

  Bureaucracy   d8 

Mystic Arts    d6  

  Attack   d10 

  Illusion    d10 

  Conjuration  d8 

Perception   d6 

  Sight    d8  

Unarmed combat  d6 

  
Wounds 

Stun 



Blayze 

Ami Madison, or Blayze as she prefers to be known, is descended from a long line of Japanese mages. She is the first member of the 

family to be posted outside of Asia, having been transferred after (accidentally) burning down a large portion of the Forbidden City 

while visiting distant relatives in Beijing. She is currently studying for a degree in business management in the US, however her duties 

means she is regularly absent from class. Blayze is generally a loud and excitable young woman who is extremely protective of her 

friends, even when doing so only serves to complicate the situation. 

Assets 

Initiate of the Mystic Arts - You are capable of using fire 

magic (see attached sheet). 

Transformation sequence – If you take 3 or more 

wounds during a combat you may transform into your 

super secret hero alter ego ‘Blayze.’ This takes 3 rounds, 

during which enemies may not take any actions as they 

are distracted by your theme tune. Allies may only take 

action that does not affect enemies, for the purpose of this 

asset moving to within 5m of an enemy counts as 

interacting with them (unless you were already that close).  

Explosive plausibility – Things have a tendency to 

explode when you throw them away. Roll a d8 whenever 

you casually throw an item off screen. On a 5+ it explodes 

in the background, on an 8 the GM may decide it has 

useful consequences. 

Immune (magical fire) – You do not take any damage 

from magical fire, including your own. 

Complications 

Pyro – You enjoy burning things more than is healthy and 

have a tendency to resort to fire even if it isn’t necessary. 

Stubborn – You can be particularly stubborn, single-

mindedly sticking to your position even when you know it to 

be false. What’s worse is that you often tend to pick the 

most random of points to argue, regardless of how 

important they actually are. This occasionally has upsides, 

add a d4 to rolls to resist being manipulated or influenced. 

Short temper – Your temper is as fiery as your magics 

and can go from zero to raging and back again in a matter 

of seconds. 

 

 



Pyromancy 

Ha, you think you’re on fire, stupid!: Alertness + Mystic arts / Illusion   Difficulty: 7 

Ritual cast time: 1 minute, increasing with the size of the illusion  Quick cast time: 1 round (you take 1 stun) 

Effect: You create an extremely convincing illusion that lights up the target like a Christmas tree. They must pass a difficulty 

7 Alertness + Perception roll to realise they are not actually on fire. If they fail they panic during the next round and cannot 

act. 

 

Ha, now you’re actually on fire, dumbass!: Willpower + Mystic arts / Attack  Difficulty: 9 

Ritual casting time: Cannot be ritually cast      Quick cast time: 1 round (you take 3 stun) 

Effect: You set the target on fire, causing d8 damage. Increase this to d10 if you have already cast Ha, you think you’re on 

fire, stupid! at the same target. This fire continues to burn until put out. 

 

Goodness gracious great balls of fire: Agility + Mystic arts / Attack    Difficulty: 5 

Ritual casting time: 1 minute        Quick cast: 1 round (you take 2 stun) 

Effect: You focus your magics into generating condensed fireballs which you may fire at enemies in subsequent rounds. 

The attack roll is Agility + Mystic arts / Attack, the spell ends at the end of the combat / 5 minutes. 

Flaming hand of fiery doom: Strength + Mystic arts / conjuration    Difficulty: 5 

Ritual casting time: 1 minute        Quick cast time: 1 round (you take 2 stun) 
Effect: You summon a giant flaming hand which mimics your actions. You gain a d6 damage die when making unarmed 
combat attacks. The attack roll is Strength + Unarmed combat, the spell ends at the end of the combat / 5 minutes. 

The great wall of fire: Willpower + Mystic arts / conjuration     Difficulty: 7 (base) 
Ritual casting time: 10 minutes        Quick cast time: 3 rounds (you take 1 wound) 
Effect: You conjure up a wall of flame ~5m wide though the size can be increased by upping the difficulty. Due to the time it 

takes to conjure the wall it cannot be used to directly target opponents. The wall lasts as long as you maintain your focus, 
extended use may require a roll to maintain your concentration.  



Blayze

Pyromancy (continued)  

The spells on the other sheet represent those you use 
most frequently, other spells may be created on the fly but 
are likely to have higher difficulties or penalties for quick 
casting. All of your spells must make use of fire (real or 
illusionary) as the primary spell focus. 

 

Equipment 

Zippo lighter 

Light body armour, soaks 1 wound from each attack 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Space for Notes 


